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MARKET INDICATORS 
As of December 12, 2013  

Index/ Bond 
Index 

Level/Yield 
DoD 

Change 
DoD % 
Change 

PSEi 5,762.53 -126.21 -2.14% 

Dow Jones 15,739.43 -104.10 -0.66% 

S&P 500 1,775.50 -6.72 -0.38% 

NASDAQ 3,998.40 -5.41 -0.14% 

MSCI Asia ex-Japan 547.03 -4.14 -0.75% 

MSCI Emerging Market 991.52 -11.03 -1.10% 

5 Yr FXTN 2.95 11 bps  

10 Yr US Treasury 2.88 2 bps  

USD/PHP 44.09 -0.02 -0.04% 
Source: Bloomberg 

 
NEWS IN THE PHILIPPINES 
 
BSP Keeps Key Rates Steady; S&P Expects Phils to Remain Fastest Growing in Asean 

 The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas decided yesterday to keep its key policy rates steady amid a 
manageable inflation environment. The BSP’s overnight borrowing and lending rates were 
maintained at 3.5 percent and 5.5 percent, respectively. Interest rates on special deposit 
accounts facility and the reserve requirement ratios were also left unchanged. “The 
Monetary Board’s decision is based on its assessment that the inflation environment 
remains manageable,” BSP Governor Amando M. Tetangco Jr. said in a briefing. 

 Standard & Poor’s Financial Services (S&P) said the Philippines will continue to reflect 
strong growth in 2014 compared to the rest of the countries in the Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations (Asean). In a report, S&P said while Asean member nations are expected to 
exhibit steady growth moving towards 2014, the Philippines would once again post the 
strongest growth in the region. Rising household indebtedness has weighed on 
consumption in Thailand and Malaysia, while Indonesia is facing tighter monetary settings 
that were put in place to rein in the current account deficit. S&P’s baseline outlook for 
Philippine gross domestic product (GDP) growth rate remains at seven percent, but would 
likely taper to 6.4 percent in 2014 and at six percent in 2015. 

 
Local Bond Market 

 Daily Matters 
December 13, 2013 
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 The yield of the benchmark 5-year bond gained back 11bps  at 2.95%. 
 Prices of local government securities fell as market players remained cautious ahead of the 

FOMC meeting on December 17-18. On average, yields picked up by 1.78 basis points with 
the long- and medium-tenored buckets climbing 3.2 and 2.4 basis points, respectively. 
 

Philippine Stocks                                                                    

 The local equities market declined sharply today as the market grew increasingly convinced 
that the much anticipated Fed-tapering is just around the corner, erasing 2013 YTD gains by 
the noon break. The PSEi contracted by 126.21 points, or -2.14%, to 5,762.53. 

 

Philippine Peso 

 The Philippine peso strengthened against the US dollar on technical rebound after 
consecutive days of decline. The local currency gained 2 centavos to close at 44.09. 

 

NEWS AROUND THE WORLD 
 
Solid U.S. Retail Sales Boost Economic Outlook; US Import Prices Fall For A Second 
Month; US Initial Claims for State Unemployment Benefits Surge by 68,000 

 U.S. retail sales rose solidly in November. Retail sales increased 0.7% MoM (Market 
estimate: +0.6%), the sharpest increase since June, from an upwardly revised +0.6% in 
October (Previous: +0.4%). The gain reflected a surge in auto sales to six-year highs. 

 U.S. import prices fell for a second straight month in November. Overall import prices 
declined 0.6% MoM (Market estimate: neg-0.7%). YoY import prices are down 1.5%. The 
November decline was driven by falling petroleum prices. Excluding petroleum, import 
prices crept up 0.1%. Prices on consumer goods also edged up 0.1%. 

 The number of Americans filing for new unemployment benefits rose sharply last week. 
Initial claims for jobless benefits spiked 68,000 to a seasonally adjusted 368,000 (Market 
estimate: 320k) in the week ended Dec. 7. That was the largest increase in more than a year 
however a Labor Department analyst noted that the latest figures were affected by seasonal 
adjustment volatility that is typical this time of year with Veterans Day, and Thanksgiving 
skewing the data. 

 
 

US Stock Market 

 US equities ended much lower on Thursday as strong retail sales data was mostly 
overshadowed by downbeat corporate earnings results and the biggest spike in jobless 
claims in over a year. The Dow Jones Industrial Average index gave up 104.10 points to 
15,739.43 and the S&P500 index lost 6.72 points to 1,775.50.The Nasdaq declined 5.41 
points to 3,998.40. 

 
Asian Stocks 

 Asian markets eased Thursday, following a lead from Wall Street, as investors looked to 
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next week’s Federal Reserve policy meeting with speculation growing that the bank will cut 
its stimulus program. While a bipartisan budget deal in Washington fuelled hopes that 
another government shutdown will be avoided next month, it is believed that the deal will 
also give the Fed more room to wind down the bond-buying scheme. The MSCI Asia-Ex 
Japan Index lost 0.75% or 4.14 points to close at 547.03. 

 
 
Emerging Markets                                 

 Emerging-market stocks dropped to a one-month low amid speculation the Federal Reserve 
will reduce stimulus as early as next week. South Africa’s equity benchmark led losses 
among world gauges as gold producers tumbled. The MSCI Emerging Markets Index 
declined by 1.10% to 991.52. 

 
Sources: Bloomberg, Briefing.com, Business World, CNN, Inquirer, PhilStar, Reuters, WSJ 


